
Hello My Friends!
Helping couples design their perfect wedding day is
what I am HERE for. I will help you create timelines
for all the intimate details of your day. 
 I have written several guidebooks on how to elope in
the wild sustainably, to what your dream day could
look like getting married with no venue at all. 
I am constantly looking for new and unique ways to
help make weddings and elopements both easy and
fun while celebrating your day with the most intention
behind your day. 
If you are a couple looking for someone to showcase
and capture your day from beginning to end with the
most amount of care, you've found the right person.

Whether its just the two of you or you've invited a
few special people to join you. I want your ceremony
day to be fully focused on what's important to you. 

There is no right or wrong on how you chose to
spend your day, but I'm here to give you permission
to DO YOU! Not how anyone else wants you to
celebrate, only how you envision this day.

I can't wait to get to know you better and I promise
to be your hype girl and friend through this entire
process.
Let's get started!

Dream Big My Friends,

xx Lindsey 
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I'll location scout and plan a session to fit each unique situation. To make sure everyone is comfortable with
being in front of the camera and allow time for little breaks in between, I'd like to recommend my hour and
a half session. No one can smile for that long and it's hard to get everyone comfortable in photos right out
the gate... this is a great option. If you're more comfortable in front of the camera and know exactly what
you're looking for in style, I've got you covered for that too. Both options are available for Early Morning or
Sunset sessions. If you have something special in mind, I'm all ears!  Prices always subject to change.

Engagement Portraits
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Photography session lasting
up to 45 minutes

Location Scouting, Planning
and Set up.

Hand Edited Online Viewing
and Ordering Gallery
Print release for 10

downloaded images
Add - Ons including

Personalized Announcements,
Hi- Resolution Prints, Albums

and More. 
$300.00

First Things First

Photography session lasting
up to 1.5 hours

Location Scouting, Planning
and Set up.

Hand Edited Online Viewing
and Ordering Gallery

Print release for downloads
$100 credit in the shop for

prints or products
Add - Ons including

Personalized Announcements,
Hi- Resolution Prints, Albums

and More. 
$500.00



Just like there’s not just one way to get married, there’s also not just one way to plan a wedding . So
while these are generally the packages I offer, it’s not always a linear process. And if you need help
along the way, I’m here for you!

Investments 3 Packages Tailored to You
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01 02
Elopement Photographer
for up to 4 hours.
Location Scouting and
Planning
Hand edited online viewing
and ordering gallery.
Travel within 300 miles of
Camdenton Mo.
Digital download of full
gallery with print release
$200 print credit in shop for
prints or products. 

 
$1,200

Elopement Photographer
for up to 8 hours.
Location Scouting and
Planning + Getting Married
Guide.
Hand edited online viewing
and ordering gallery.
Travel within 300 miles of
Camdenton Mo.
Digital download of full
gallery with print release
$200 print credit in shop for
prints or products.

$2,400



Want to freeze time and remember these milestones? Whether it’s a time for
celebrating in your lives or an Annual Party you want to remember for a lifetime,
this package is for you. New house, favorite traditions, yearly camping retreat...
Whatever - Whenever I’ll be there to help make this unforgettable. 

Investments Lifestyle Portraits
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Lifestyle Session Coverage 45 minutes to 3 hours
Location Scouting, Planning, and set up.
Hand edited online viewing and ordering gallery.
Travel within 300 miles of Camdenton Mo.
Digital download of full gallery with print release
$50 print credit in shop for prints or products. 
Add-ons including: Heirloom Albums, Personalized Art, Hi-resolution Prints,
and more. 

 
Starting at $300.00



If you're like me and value photography as a true art form and experiences over things, I've got a few
extras just for you! I can tailor these to fit your experience level in the outdoors and show you some of
the most beautiful landscapes Lake of the Ozarks and surrounding areas have to offer. 

The Perfect Pairing
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Dreaming of having a private chef serve you dinner and craft desserts? Taking a scenic flight over
beautiful Lake of the Ozarks at sunset? Sunrise Hikes, Trail Rides, Live Music, Ice Skating?

ALL OF THE ABOVE? 
 This package will consist of a complete listing of local area events and experiences based on

seasonal availability. We will work together to create a Unique-to-You experience and build some
memorable moments to look back on and treasure with beautiful portraiture. 

Since this package is specific to you, the price and time commitment are completely to be
determined.

Let's Get to Planning!



How Much Coverage is Enough?
When planning out the timeline for your elopement day (or days), you might be wondering, how much of it  
should you have documented by me?

Want my honest opinion? Well here it is: 

Your day deserves just as much documentation as anyone else getting married—and maybe even more. 

3 Reasons Why.

While sometimes people think a wedding is just saying your vows and spending an hour or two taking
portraits—the day you get married is so much more than that. Your wedding day is going to be the day
you remember every year on your anniversary for the rest of your life together—and everything that
happened that day from sun up to sun down is a part of your experience. Couples having big weddings
get the entire story of their day document, so why shouldn’t you? 

1.

If you’re spending all of this time intentionally planning the absolute best, most authentic experience for      
you and your partner—don’t you want to be able to relive all of it and remember it precisely, in full-color
detail? 

2.

If you’re not having as many people attend your event in-person, the photos of your day are truly the
only way to share your experience with others—don’t you want to be able to do that?

3.

I honestly have never photographed a wedding that I thought the couple had me there for too long—but
there have been countless days that I wish I could have documented a fuller picture of how awesome their
entire experience was.

So when deciding how much of your day to have me along for—remember that just because I’m there
doesn’t mean that it’s going to feel like an all-day photoshoot. I’m there to melt into the background, to
make sure you have the best experience possible, and to just document you two having the time of your life.  

Your Day, Your Rules. 
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